All New Science for Kids    
(Time: ~4:30 minutes)

As an educator you know doubt want your students to be motivated to learn about science, right? 
So how would you like a free science education energizer to incite and excite your students and 
while we're at it, how about some new science resources for you too?

Hi my name is Jay Green and I'm with the Agricultural Research Service or A.R.S.  ARS is the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture's chief in-house scientific research agency.

Ever ask your students where a specific food comes from? How about something as basic as 
where does milk come from? The answer might be from the supermarket, of course! You 
probably never get tired of their imaginative answers. 

But how do you get it across where food actually comes from? And all of the intricacies involved 
in getting food from the farm to our forks.

Enter ARS's new and improved Science for Kids. Science for Kids is a vibrantly designed 
interactive web site showing how agriculture is more than just cows and plows. It's a whole lot of 
high tech science ideas and research like using satellites in space to see plants growing on earth 
or using lasers to monitor farm air or making plastic from poultry feathers or using a corn starch 
product to dry out wet books and that's just the tip of the roots.

Yes, it gets deeper. 

ARS's Information Staff has come up with a bushels full of kid friendly interactive stories as well 
as super science fair project ideas. Ewwy gooey looking, gross smelling, weird sounding 
creatures and other bizarre Ag stories are sure to grab and keep your students' attention. Like 
gazing into a virtual electron microscope and then guess what they're seeing or learning how peas 
are not only good for us but might even be used to fuel cars.

Or, how about how ARS is preventing chocolate plants from dying from diseases. Ah, now I've 
got your attention huh? So what are the Science for Kids benefits to you as a teacher? We have a 
teacher's desk were you'll find a variety of teacher ready activities ready to accompany the stories 
and other features on the Science for Kids web site from an interactive coloring page for the 
younger set to a monster of a word find for older kids. 

The content encompasses a range of  student levels. It'll not only help kids learn about 
agricultural research but also strengthen their reading skills and stimulate creative thinking plus 
we've got photos, slides and videos and more to help you get your lesson plan content across. 

Now maybe it's a bit early for your students to decide what they want to be when they grow up 
but just maybe Science for Kids can plant that one seed in their fertile brains to sprout, grow and 
finally blossom into the desire to become let's say a microbiologist, an entomologist, a biologist, 
nutritionist, plant physiologist, pathologist, soil scientist, animal scientist, veterinarian or engineer. Or perhaps, even peek their interest to become an Ag communicator like a writer or 
visual designer or artist or even a podcaster like me. 

The disciplines and career opportunities at ARS are almost endless. The world will always need 
apples, safe nutritious food to eat, clean water to drink and air to breathe, comfortable clothes to 
wear, sustainable fuels to run our vehicles and environmentally friendly or green products to use 
in every day life. All part of ARS's mission. 

Science for Kids gives your students career ideas and options for their future. With monthly  
updates, Science for Kids can be an awesome ongoing hit for you and your students to learn and 
have fun. Plus it's convenient to followup on science projects and learning at home or any where 
outside of the classroom.

Remember, Science for Kids is totally free and can help you and your students understand 
complex Ag science ideas like maybe where milk really comes from. All while having fun. Start 
your Science for Kids experience right now at www.ars.usda.gov/is/kids and be sure to check 
back for fun contents. 

I'm Jay Green saying make your kids whiz kids with Science for Kids.




